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Master the ins and outs of the criminal justice system with ESSENTIALS OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE,

Eighth Edition. With its cutting-edge high-profile cases, current research, detailed career

information, and unique myth-busting theme, this bestseller equips you with a solid understanding of

the modern criminal justice system.
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I need this book for my forensics class coming up in two weeks--I thought it would be best to order it

in advance so I can get a head start on any readings we may have. This book came quickly and is

in perfect condition! I haven't found any flaws yet--not even any highlighting. Job well done!

I'm glad my professor the Honorable Professor Joseph chose this book for us to learn from. It is

easy reading but the depth accomplished in the words used is amazing. got it to me in great timing

and I appreciate  AND the author of this book.

Great Condition!! And it was amazing the way the packaging came in, it felt like I just bought a

brand new book!! It even had the fresh new book smell, unless they bought a type of spray lol if they

did then I would want that as well. Other than that the book was in great condition. LOVED IT!

Loved this book, not boring in the least, great pictures and data, very modern, highly recommended

for any students interested in criminal justice!



as a first time renter of book on  i got to say i was pleased with the product. i expected it to be torn

and beat up. but it was the opposite of that. only had minor wear. but in great almost new condition.

I needed this book for an upcoming class. It is a really helpful book and explains things clearly.

Came with some writing inside it, but that was even surprisingly helpful.

It's a helpful book. It really meets my requirement..

Page 56 states that an example of a mala prohibitum crime is embezzlement. This is incorrect as

embezzlement is a form of theft. A better example of a mala prohibitum crime would be a noise

ordinance violation. Also, this book is offensively biased. I have a B.S. in Criminology, Law and

Society, am experienced in the criminal justice field, and am in law school. I have never read such

propaganda from a "text book." I cannot believe a professor would select this book for a criminal

justice class.
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